It is shown that if the knot sequence t := (fi)"',, satisfies (i) for some m E 113 (3 + fi)/2), Let t := (ti)?, be a biinfinite strictly increasing sequence, set t fm := lim ti, i-*-m let k be an integer, k > 2, and denote by $k,t the collection of spline functions of degree <k with knot sequence t. Explicitly, Sk:, consists of exactly those (k -2)-times continuously differentiable functrons on I := (t-oo, tm) which, on each interval (ti, ti+ ,), coincide with some polynomial of degree <k. Let mS k,t := $k,t n m(1>,
sup ---yIT' O". Ii-jl<I t,,, , then for any given bounded sequence y E m(l) there exists exactly one bounded cubic spline s with knots li such that s(t,) = .I'~ for all i E i.
INTRoOUCTI~N
Let t := (ti)?, be a biinfinite strictly increasing sequence, set t fm := lim ti, i-*-m let k be an integer, k > 2, and denote by $k,t the collection of spline functions of degree <k with knot sequence t. Explicitly, Sk:, consists of exactly those (k -2)-times continuously differentiable functrons on I := (t-oo, tm) which, on each interval (ti, ti+ ,), coincide with some polynomial of degree <k. Let i.e., the normed linear space of splines for which is finite. We are interested in the Bounded Interpolation Problem (B.I.P.). To construct, for given y E m(Z), some s E m$,,, for which s It= Y.
(1)
We will say that the B.I.P. is correct (for the given knot sequence t) if it has exactly one solution for each y E m(Z).
In case k = 4 (cubic spline interpolation), de Boor [2] showed that if the local mesh ratio
(with dt, := tj+, -fi) \ is less than (3 + fi)/2, then the B.I.P. is correct. A similar result was also obtained independently by Zmatrakov [7] . The basic idea of (2 ] was the exponential decay law, which could be traced back to [ 11. This idea was developed in (3, 61. For cubic spline interpolation, Micchelli further raised the following conjecture (see [6, p. 236 for some m f 11, (3 + fl),/2), then the B.I.P. is correct for k = 4. The purpose of this paper is to verify this conjecture in its complete form. This means that, in addition to (2), we also require the local mesh ratio to be finite. This meets the spirit if not the actual statement of the conjecture in (61, since any appliction of 16, Theorem 41 requires that m, be finite. Thus we will prove THEOREM 1. If a knot sequence t satisfies (2) with 1 < m < (3 + \/5)/2 and m,< 00, (3) then the B.I.P. is correct for k = 4.
Remark. This theorem covers de Boor's results for cubic splines with bounded global mesh ratio or with local mesh ratio <(3 + fi)/2 (see I-2, 3 1).
THE BASIC FORMULAE FOR CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION
For a given knot sequence t, let hi := ti -ti_, , li = hi+ ,l(hi + hi+ 11,
If s E mS4,, satisfies (1) for some y E m(H), then
AjS'(tj-l) + 2s'(tj) +/JjS'(tj+ 1)
Moreover, it is easy to check that
Let A(i, j) := 2, for j = i,
Then A is a tri-diagonal Z x Z-matrix. For any p E m(Z) we have lAiDi-+2Pj+~i~i+~l~~iIIPllm+2/lPll~+~illPll~~3 llPllm3~ iE Z,
showing ]]A II < 3. Here, we view A as a mapping from m(Z) to m(Z). Furthermore,
Hence IIApil, > supi,,{ ipi1 -IIpII,} = IIpil,. This shows that A-' exists and IIA -' II < 1.
THE EXPONENTIAL DECAY
The following lemma plays an essential role in this paper: LEMMA 1. For any knot sequence t, and I'4 -'(j, i)l ,< 2-"-", i,jE Z, 
We claim that lbjl G Ibj+,/ for all j < i.
If not, then there exists j, < i such that / bjo / > I bjO+, 1. From (12) we have I~j~-~I~I~~~~j~+~j~~j~+~~/~j~l~~~l~j~I~~j~I~j~+~I~/~j~ ~(2-~juj,>lbj,Il~jo=Ibj~l C1 +Ajo)/Ajo221bj~l.
Then by induction on j, we can easily show that 1 bj-, / > 2 / bji for all j ,< j,. Hence I bji > 2jo-j 1 bjOl for j < j,. This contradicts the fact b E m(Z). One proves similarly that lbjl G lbj-II for all j > i. 
It follows from (17) and (18) 
Therefore Lemma 1 will be proved, once the following lemma is established: LEMMA 2. Suppose p, ,..., p, and p are nonnegative real numbers with P"= P,P*"' p,. Then (23) Proof Let F(x) := log(1 t x t dw),
x := e'. and G(t) = F(e'). 
if ii-jl>r.
iE Z.
Then it follows that Remark. Professor Carl de Boor once suggested to me that Lemma 1 could be generalized. Also, the referee guessed that each example in [6] could be improved similarly. Indeed, one can get a slightly more general form of Lemma 1 and apply it to spline interpolation. In particular, the result in (6, p. 234, Example 41 can be improved. However, our method yields no improvement for Examples 2 and 3. This is understandable because the matrices in Examples 2 and 3 are not always diagonally dominant. We shall discuss this matter in detail elsewhere.
